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MINING TRANSPORT SOLUTIONS
MAXIMISE YOUR UPTIME. LOWER YOUR COST OF OWNERSHIP.

The wide range of trucks for mining applications
volvo FMX 460
19.5 Cu.m Tipper

The best-in-class tipper for higher efficiency
in deep mines.
Built on the proven FMX platform, it has a 460 hp engine
delivering 2300 Nm torque mated with an automated
transmission, I-Shift, fully optimized for mining application. The
superior engine technology ensures high fuel efficiency and it
is sustained most efficiently by the mining-optimized I-Shift
transmission, which automatically selects the most appropriate
gear for best utilisation of the engine.
With strong axles and chassis, it offers 19.5 Cu.m tipper
body in the variants of both rock body and exhaust heat body.
With countless features, this truck ensures best-in-class fuel
efficiency for every cubic meter of material carried in deep
mines.

volvo FMX 460

33 Cu.m Coal Tipper
High capacity solution for coal transport.
The 33 Cu.m capacity Volvo FMX tipper is an unmatched
solution for coal transportation, due to its highest volumetric
capacity and operating economy in its class. Built on a powerful
driveline delivering 460 hp and 2300 Nm torque, mated with
an automated transmission, I-Shift, it gives higher productivity
by using lower fleet size. The reliable FMX platform ensures
high uptime, long service life and higher returns on investment.
The unique U-type body design with scow enables the
body to be light weight, thereby maximising available payload
and offering maximum volumetric capacity for movement of
materials.
With increasing demand of coal evacuation, this product is a
perfect solution to transport more coal at better fuel efficiency.
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